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Abstract
Although clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) have been suggested as a means of
encapsulating best practice in evidence-based medical treatment, their usage in
clinical environments has been disappointing. Criticisms of guideline
representations have been that they are predominantly narrative and are difficult to
incorporate into clinical information systems.
This paper analyses the use of UML process modelling techniques for guideline
representation and proposes the automated generation of executable guidelines
using XMI. This hybrid UML–XMI approach provides flexible authoring of
guideline decision and control structures whilst integrating appropriate data flow. It
also uses an open XMI standard interface to allow the use of authoring tools and
process control systems from multiple vendors.
The paper first surveys CPG modelling formalisms followed by a brief introduction
to process modelling in UML. Furthermore, the modelling of CPGs in UML is
presented leading to a case study of encoding a diabetes mellitus CPG using UML.
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1

Introduction

Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) contain clinical knowledge that is used to ensure
and improve quality of healthcare, to reduce inappropriate variations in clinical practice and
healthcare costs, used for medical education, alerts and reminders, case management and
decision support. Unfortunately many guidelines may not be used to their full extent since
they are in a narrative format on paper or electronic file and therefore difficult to
incorporate into clinical practice. Information technology (IT) may support processes of
clinical care by enacting guidelines, integrating them with patient records and clinical care
systems.
In literature one of the main goals of guideline modelling formalisms (e.g. GLIF, EON,
…) is the development of clinical decision support systems [5;6]. The approach presented
in this paper aims at specifying CPGs for a later enactment in a workflow1 management
system (WfMS). CPGs can be considered as processes [8] which is what WfMS enact.
Processes are sets of partially ordered steps to reach a goal [11]. Enactment is the execution
of process steps according to a process definition. A CPG, which is in a form that can be
“executed”, is thus called an enactable CPG.
Mostly guidelines for enactment have been represented with specially designed
guideline modelling formalisms. The enactment then requires a specially built execution
engine that understands the guideline formalism. An alternative approach is to use
mainstream IT business process modelling formalisms to represent guidelines so that they
can be enacted using mainstream (workflow) engines. This has the potential to leverage
developments in workflow technology, which are likely to be more significant than
1

Workflows are business processes in execution (instances of a process model) in a computing environment [3].
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developments in specific guideline enactment tools. This paper describes research into the
use of UML to represent guidelines for enactment in a WfMS environment.
Two main phases of development can be identified in the process to enact a narrative
CPG in a WfMS. The first phase concentrates on creating formal guideline process
definitions of a CPG whereas the second phase concentrates on the actual enactment of the
formal process definition in a WfMS. A prototype capturing all aspects of the two phases
has been developed and demonstrated in a workshop at the Seventh Annual Conference of
the Healthcare Informatics Society of Ireland. This paper focuses on the first phase depicted
in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Different stages in modelling enactable CPGs

The transformation of a CPG represented in narrative form to a first formal humanreadable graphical representation involves human intelligence and therefore may not be
automated. Both the transformation from formal graphical to formal textual and from
formal textual to formal rules can be automated, as outlined in section 6.
The paper first discusses modelling formalisms of CPGs. Commonalities among
formalisms will be presented. Process modelling in UML is presented in section 3 followed
by a discussion on how CPGs may be modelled using UML in section 4. A case study of a
CPG on diabetes mellitus demonstrates the findings.
2

CPG Modelling Formalisms

Wang et al. [10] surveyed eleven CPG representation models to determine the
modelling primitives and constructs which appear to be necessary for guideline
representation. Each of the models surveyed had primitives for representing decisions and
actions. Decisions select, automatically or through user interaction, from a set of
alternatives, e.g. selection of a medication from a set of potential medications. Actions can
be clinical interventions, data collections and wait states recommended by the guideline,
e.g. take a chest x-ray. Most of the models surveyed had a patient state primitive; others
had an execution state. Wang et al. contend that these two primitive types are two sides of
the same coin. Patient states describe the state of a patient as a result of an intervention or
decision (e.g. patient has diabetes mellitus). Execution states describe the status of the
guideline process and its actions (e.g. the guideline process is ready to start or evaluation
task of treatment options for the diabetic patient is finished). All the models surveyed
provided some way of specifying scheduling constraints on the primitives mentioned
above. Scheduling constraints are sequential or concurrent ordering of primitives (usually a
combination of both). To reduce the level of complexity most guideline representation
models support nesting which breaks a comprehensive and complicated guideline into
several subguidelines creating multiple levels of abstraction. A subguideline is represented
as a composite action on a higher level.
The next section presents UML features for process modelling. Following that the UML
features are associated with guideline primitives presented above.
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Process modelling in UML

UML was initially conceived as a general-purpose language for modelling objectoriented software applications [7]. Today it is considered as the lingua franca in software
engineering. It is frequently used to illustrate processes in software applications.
Process modelling in UML is supported through activity diagrams. Notational elements
of activity diagrams are activities, which are placeholders for software components carrying
out business functions. The order of the flow of activities is determined by transitions,
forking and synchronisation elements while the direction of the flow of activities is
determined by decision diamonds. These together comprise control flow. (See figure 2;
solid arrows represent control flow transitions; decisions are diamonds and forks and
synchronisation are expressed by solid bars)
To enact a process, a WfMS needs to know which activity to call next and what data the
activity needs. Thus control flow must be augmented with data flow. Data flow is the
connection of data objects with activities that require them as input or / and produce them
as output2. Data objects which are the subject of manipulation by activies in workflow
processes are often called cases. Data flow is illustrated in Figure 2 by dashed arrows. The
internal structure of data objects is described in class diagrams which in contrast to activity
diagrams (dynamic view) represent the static view to the system. Figure 3 shows a small
example of a patient data model with the patient class containing the patient ID (PatID) and
a ‘TestResult’ class as a specialisation of the patient class containing the test name and test
result as attributes.

Figure 2: Activity Diagram for a Clinical Process

Figure 3: Class Diagram showing data
structure of a workflow case

The concept of states is very well supported by activity diagrams since they are based
on state diagrams. Every node of an activity diagram is a state, which may have e.g. an
activity attached to itself. Each data object may contain state information describing the
object closer. Every activity diagram starts with an initial state and ends with (a) final
state(s). Activities contain different internal states that describe the progress of the activity.
2

The concept of data flow is described as “object flow” in UML [9].
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Activity diagrams may also be hierarchically split into various sub-diagrams reducing the
level of complexity on higher levels of abstractions.
The following section discusses how the different aspects of CPG modelling formalisms
(see section 2) may be modelled using UML.
4

Representation of CPGs in UML

Both, CPG modelling formalisms and UML have similar artefacts, which may be used
to model clinical processes. As mentioned above process modelling in UML is best
accomplished using activity and class diagrams. The following will thus briefly identify
corresponding modelling artefacts of both approaches and section 5 will illustrate their use
in a practical example.
Action steps, sometimes also called tasks in CPG terminology, may be modelled as
activities in activity diagrams. CPG decision steps appear to be richer constructs than UML
decision diamonds. For example, in GLIF3 [4] the decision element is called a decision step.
Decision steps can be either case steps (automatable) or choice steps. While case steps
correspond to UML decision diamonds, choice steps incorporate an interaction with a
clinician. Choice steps can be modelled in UML by combining an activity, accounting for
the interaction with the clinician, with a decision diamond [2].
Scheduling constraints can be modelled by combining elements like transitions, forks
and synchronisation. Nesting is also supported in UML through hierarchical sub diagrams.
Patient states can be supported in UML by adding a state to a data object. Data objects
may be patient objects. Execution states are well documented in UML. They range from
initial and final states indicating if the process has just started or is finished to states
contained in activities.
Furthermore, UML supports stereotyping through its extension mechanism which
allows the graphical notation to be tailored for clinicians by introducing easy to understand
elements that map to complex combinations of UML elements.
The following section illustrates the use of process modelling elements for CPG
representation in UML by example.
5

Case Study – A Guideline for Diabetes Mellitus

For our research we have chosen to encode the CPG on diabetes mellitus which is
currently used in St. James Hospital Dublin. It is based on a simple narrative description
and experience of healthcare professionals.
The enactable guideline process model comprises three different activity diagrams and
one class diagram as the data model. The first guideline (“Guideline of Guidelines”, see
Figure 4.) acts as a coordination instance and directs the flow of activities to either the
diabetes management or the diabetes diagnosis nested guideline. The guideline on diagnosis
does not have to be executed for each patient since patients may already be diagnosed and
just need treatment.
Because the MediLink environment, in which these CPGs are to be enacted, includes a
Synapses federated patient records server [1], we leave it to each activity to access the
patient data it needs, given the Patient ID (PatID). Thus we only need to pass PatIDs to
most activities (see Figure 4) reducing the volume of data passed between the activities.
The process model starts with an initial state leading into the patient data object
containing the PatID. The patient data object has outgoing data flow transitions to all
activities modelled in the guideline process. The first activity in the guideline
(“diabetesQuery”) connects to the EHCR and requests information about the diagnosis
3

A study on how GLIF3 can be represented in UML is given in [2].
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status of the patient. The return value is stored in the data object “queryResult”. Depending
on the status of diagnosis of the patient (either diagnosed or not diagnosed) the following
decision diamond automatically directs the flow of activities. The activity can be either
“diabetesManagement” or “diabetesDiagnosis”. Both activities can modify the patient’s
EHCR since they get the PatID as an input parameter. When “diabetesDiagnosis” is
finished the next activity “diabetesReQuery” accesses the patient’s EHCR again and
requests information about the current status of diabetes mellitus. The request result is
again stored in the next data object “queryResult”. Depending on the data in this data

Figure 4: Guidelines of Guidelines

object, the decision diamond directs one of the two outgoing branches. If the patient is still
negative the guideline will end here, otherwise “diabetesManagement” is invoked as the
next activity. The rest of the guideline is similar to the remarks made about the first half of
the guideline.
6

Automating the UML guideline

To enact a guideline in our workflow engine Serene, the UML activity diagram is converted
into workflow process rules. First the graphical UML is exported to XMI, a textual
representation based on XML. The XMI is then converted to workflow rules using a
converter, which was developed using XSLT (a programmable bridging mechanism
between different XML documents). Then the activities in the process are bound to
components, at which stage the process can be enacted using the workflow engine. A tool is
under development to allow activities to be matched to the blueprints of methods of the
business components in the earlier phase of graphical modelling.
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Conclusions and Further Work

This paper has discussed how knowledge, represented in CPGs, may be used to model
clinical processes in the mainstream modelling language UML. Commonalities of domainspecific CPG modelling approaches (e.g. action steps, decision steps, patient states,
execution states, and scheduling constraints) were outlined and a brief overview of process
modelling in UML was presented.
Using mainstream technologies (UML, XMI, workflow), as proposed in this paper, may
have to following potential benefits:
• vendor independence since every UML modelling tool exports its model in XMI
format
• benefits from further innovative developments of the used technologies
• standardised technologies may make guidelines shareable when using the same
technology
In the MediLink research programme work is currently ongoing to extend UML to make it
easier to use for non-technical users, e.g. clinicians.
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